The Elvox® Galileo Series Panels are designed to be durable and aesthetically pleasing. The 89F7 has an integral electronic scrolling directory with a 200 station capacity. Extruded aluminum, the 89F7 is rated to the IP45. A built in display provides positive readout names and station codes. Cell phone-like keypad operation allows for quick search of residents by jumping to the letter entered via multi-tapping. The 89F7 comes complete with camera/speaker/mic and integral infrared illuminator. Flush mount or surface with optional back boxes.

The Entry panel shall be durable and aesthetically pleasing. An integral scrolling and searchable directory shall allow for up to 200 stations (2 names per station). The panel shall be constructed of extruded aluminum. An integral LCD display and vandal keypad will allow for entry and confirmation of tenant names and apartment codes. The panel shall include speaker mic and Hi resolution (625 line) camera with infrared illuminators. Electronic control of volume shall allow the entry panel to be adjusted while installed to permit the best possible setting. Up to 200 lock codes shall be provided for keyed door release. Panel shall have an input for door status and an output for door release. Panel shall be recess or flush mounted using option back boxes.
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